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Wherein is Language Social?

In this paper I will develop two limited senses in which the study of language,
speciﬁcally semantics, is the study of a partly social phenomenon. These senses
are compatible with the idea that the study of language is a part of individual
psychology. I will argue for this standpoint from some obvious facts about
human interaction together with elements from a view, which I have supported
elsewhere, that the semantics of a language is partly dependent on relations
between individual speakers and their physical environments. Most of what I
say about language will apply to individual psychology. I begin by discussing
two background senses in which language is social.
Language is social in that interaction with other persons is psychologically
necessary to learn language. Some philosophers have made the further claim
that there is some conceptually necessary relation between learning or having a
language and being in a community. I do not accept this view. I assume only
that it is a psychologically important fact that we cannot learn language alone.
Language is social in another sense. There is a rough, commonsensical set of
languages—English, German, and so on—and dialects of these languages, that
are in some vague sense shared by social groups. Of course, problems attend
taking commonsense languages to be objects of systematic study. The normal
divisions among languages correspond to no signiﬁcant linguistic distinctions.
But this issue is really quite complex. In studying language or dialect in
a systematic way, we commonly do not specify who uses the construction
at issue, and we commonly assume that there is common ground among a
large number of speakers—even though we are studying matters that are not
species-wide. In historical studies, for example, we must abstract from individual usage in order to get any generality at all. We simply do not know enough
about the quirks of individual usage to make an interesting subject matter: one
must study such things as the history of a word, understood more or less in
the commonsensical, trans-individual way. In semantics, one provides theories of reference or meaning in natural language again in nearly total disregard
of individual variations, even for phenomena that are by no means universal or
species-wide.
These facts of theoretical usage suggest that there is some theoretical point to
taking dialects or other linguistic units as abstractions from some sorts of social
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patterns. Perhaps the abstractions warrant thinking of individual variation as an
interference to be accounted for after the primary theorizing is done. I think
that there is something to this point of view. Nothing that I will say contradicts
it. But the point of view is limited. It cannot provide anything like a complete
picture.
One source of limitation derives from the wide variation among any group
of individuals on numerous non-universal aspects of language use. People do
not share exactly the same vocabulary, for example. People often use words
in idiosyncratic ways that exempt them from evaluation by any socially accepted standard. Such quirks motivate the bromide that one should not invoke
majority usage “imperialistically” to ﬁt individual variations into a standardized
mold. These two points alone make it likely that no two people speak the same
“version” of any natural language or dialect.
There is a general reason for variation among individuals’ language use.
Languages depend on the experiences, usage, and psychological structures of
individuals. Variation in individuals’ word meaning, for example, is the natural
result of the close relation between meaning and belief. Although the precise
character of this relation is controversial and although intuitively meaning does
not vary as freely as belief, some variation in meaning with individual belief
is inevitable. The interplay between meaning and belief is a special case of
the interplay between actual languages and psychology—about which similar
points regarding individual variation could be made. It is therefore plausible that
in studying language one must study the languages of individuals, idiolects.
These considerations suggest aiming for a science of universal aspects of
language and for a study of non-universal aspects of language, both of which
are tailored to the usage and psychology of individual speakers. I accept this
much. Some have drawn the further inference that such a program’s method
of kind-individuation is independent of any considerations of social interaction
among individuals. I will argue that this inference is unsound.
The inference just cited may be suggested by Chomsky’s methodology for
studying syntax. Actually, Chomsky is more cautious. What he is ﬁrm about is
that there is a study of universal grammar which can be investigated independently of the diversity among individuals, and that linguistics (at least the sort of
linguistics he pursues)—both universal and individual—is a part of individual
psychology.1 I shall argue that social factors may enter in complex ways into
individual psychology and the semantics of idiolects.
Unlike many philosophers, I do not ﬁnd Chomsky’s methodology misguided.
His views that linguistic structures are real, that some of them are universal,
and that they are mental structures seem to me substantially more plausible than
1 Noam Chomsky, Knowledge of Language: Its Nature, Origin, and Use (New York: Praeger,
1986), 18. Chomsky recognizes the possibility of “other kinds of study of language that incorporate social structure and interaction”. Chomsky’s methodology for studying language goes back to
Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1965).
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alternatives.2 Arguments that we may speak merely in accidental accord with the
structures postulated in linguistics, or that there is no scientiﬁc way to investigate
universality of syntax, or that generative linguistics has no direct place in psychology, seem to me unconvincing and indicative of mistaken methodology. I
shall not review these arguments.
The study of universal grammar is informed by certain simplifying idealizations. The idealization most relevant to this discussion attempts to cut through
the variation and “noise” associated with usage in a community. The linguist
considers an idealized “speech community” that is “uniform”—internally consistent in its linguistic practice (cf. n. 1). Without denying that individuals are
members of a community, and without denying that they could develop into
mature language-users only because they are, the idealization attempts to study
an individual in complete abstraction from the actual presence of others. Any
given individual is taken as a representative having universal linguistic abilities
or cognitive structures. The assumption is that underlying the variation among
individuals, there is a common initial linguistic capacity that is speciﬁc enough
to have certain deﬁnite structural features and that is capable of further linguistic
development in certain delimited and speciﬁable ways. Variations in individual
grammar are taken to be results of a ﬁxing of parameters from a set of delimited
alternatives.
For present purposes, I accept this idealization regarding universal grammar.
It has received substantial support through its fruitful application both in pure
linguistics and in developmental psycho-linguistics. (I will conjecture about a
qualiﬁcation on the idealization as applied to individual syntax later; cf. n. 4.) I
believe that the methodology accompanying this idealization has some application to universal and individual aspects of semantics. But here the situation is, I
think, more complex. In particular, I think that relations to others do affect the
individuation of some semantical kinds. To consider the role of social elements
in semantics, I want to start further back.
In recent years I have argued that the natures of many of our thoughts are individuated non-individualistically. I shall have to presuppose these arguments. But
according to their common conclusion, the individuation of many thoughts, of
intentional kinds, depends on the nature of the environment with which we interact. What information we process—for example, what perceptions we have—is
dependent on the properties in the empirical world that members of our species normally interact with when they are having perceptual experiences. What
empirical concepts we think with are ﬁxed partly through relations to the kinds
of things we think about.3
2
This view hinges not only on intuitive linguistic data but on studies of development, learning,
psychological simplicity, language deﬁcit, psychological processing, and so on. See, e.g., Noam
Chomsky, Lectures on Government and Binding (Dordvecht: Foris, 1982), ch. 1.
3 “Non-individualistic” in this context does not entail “social”. The environment can be either
physical surroundings or social surroundings. I begin with physical surroundings alone.—
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It is easy to confuse this view with another more obvious one. It is obvious
that if we did not interact with the empirical or social worlds, we would not have
the thoughts we do. Our thoughts and perceptions are causally dependent on the
environment. My view concerns not merely causation; it concerns individuation.
Distinguishing the point about individuation from the point about causation
is easiest to do by putting the point about individuation in terms of supervenience. Our thoughts do not supervene on the nature and history of our bodies,
considered in isolation from the environment, in the following sense: It is in principle possible for one to have had different thoughts from one’s actual thoughts,
even though one’s body had the same molecular history, speciﬁed in isolation from its relations to a broader physical environment. The same chemical
effects on our bodies might have been induced by different antecedent conditions (perhaps, but not necessarily, including different causal laws). The point
about individuation is not only that actual thoughts (like actual chemical effects)
depend on the actual nature of the environment. Even if the effects had been
chemically the same, it is possible in some cases for the thoughts, the information
about the environment carried in our mental states, to have been different—if
the environmental antecedents of those effects had been relevantly different. The
kind of thought that one thinks is not supervenient on the physical make-up of
one’s body, speciﬁed in isolation from its relations to the environment. Thought
kinds are individuated in a way that depends on relations one bears to kinds
in one’s physical environment. On this view individual psychology itself is not
purely individualistic.
The failure of supervenience in no ways casts doubt on investigations of
neural or biological realizations of mental structures. The failure of supervenience requires only that the identity of certain mental structures be dependent on
relations between the individual and the environment. The identity of a heart
depends on its function in the whole body—on its relations to parts of the body
outside the heart. In a crudely analogous way, the identities of some mental
kinds depend on those kinds’ relations to entities beyond the individual’s body.
They depend on cognitive function, on obtaining information, in an environment
in something like the way the kind heart depends for its individuation on the
function of the heart in the body that contains it.
The failure of supervenience also does not entail that an individual psychology that takes its kinds not to be supervenient on an individual’s body must
study—or make theoretical reference to—the relations between individual and

The arguments against individualism that I shall be presupposing may be found in Tyler Burge,
“Individualism and the Mental”, Midwest Studies of Philosophy, 4 (1979), 73–121; idem, “Other
Bodies”, in A. Woodﬁeld (ed.), Thought and Object (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982); idem,
“Individualism and Psychology”, Philosophical Review, 95 (1986), 3–45; idem, “Cartesian Error and
the Objectivity of Perception”, in P. Pettit and J. McDowell (eds.), Subject, Thought, and Context
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986); idem, “Intellectual Norms and Foundations of Mind”, The
Journal of Philosophy, 83 (1986), 697–720 (Chs. 5, 4, 9, 7, 10 in this volume.) Different arguments
bring out different environmental interdependencies.
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environment that are presupposed in the individuation of its kinds. It is open to
psychology to take such kinds as primitive, leaving their presupposed individuation conditions to some other science or to philosophy. I believe this often to
be the right course.
The arguments for anti-individualistic individuation of mental kinds can be
extended in relatively obvious ways to show that much of semantics is not purely
individualistic.4
The claim that semantics is non-individualistic is not merely a claim that
the referents of an individual’s words could in principle vary even though the
history of the individual’s body, considered in isolation from the environment,
were held constant.5 The claim is more comprehensive. The empirical referents

4
Are syntactical elements and structures individualistically individuated? This question is close
to the issue regarding the autonomy of syntax. But one should not identify the two questions. The
discussions of the autonomy of syntax concern whether some non-syntactical parameter must be
mentioned in stating syntactical generalizations. Our question concerns not the parameters mentioned
in stating rules of syntax, but the individuation of the syntactical elements. Syntax could be nonindividualistic and yet be autonomous (see the preceding paragraph in the text). Evidence has been
suggesting that syntax is much more nearly autonomous than common sense might have realized.
My reasons for thinking that individual psychology is non-individualistic in its individuation of
some thought kinds have nothing directly to do with syntax. They derive purely from considerations
that, within the study of language, would be counted semantic. What is at issue then is whether
because of some functional relation to semantics, some syntactical kinds are non-individualistically
individuated.
I think it arguable that much of syntax is individualistically individuated, or at least no less
individualistically individuated than ordinary neural or biological kinds are. But it seems likely that
lexical items are individuated in a content-sensitive way. Words or morphemes with the same phonetic and structural-syntactic properties are distinguished because of etymological or other semantical
differences. Even if it turned out that every such lexical difference were accompanied by other syntactic or phonological differences, it would seem plausible that the latter differences were dependent
on the former. So it seems plausible that the lexical differences do not supervene (in our speciﬁed
sense) on other syntactic or phonological differences.
Although most philosophers write as if only word types are ambiguous, it is clear that word
tokens are often ambiguous. It is arguable that only word tokens, never word types, are ambiguous.
I do not ﬁnd this view plausible: words with different but etymologically and semantically related
senses are individuated as the same word type. But the view is a useful antidote to habits in the
philosophy of language. In any case, word individuation appears to be semantically dependent.
Assuming this to be true, and assuming that semantics is non-individualistic, it follows that what
it is to be a given word sometimes depends (in the way that what it is to be a given meaning or
concept depends) on relations between the individual and the objective, empirical world. Whether
this is true about lexical items, and how far it might extend beyond the individuation of lexical items,
is a question I leave open here. The answer will not very much affect the practice of generative
grammar, since environmental relations need not be mentioned in syntax. But it will affect our
understanding of the place of syntax in our wider theorizing about the world.
Similar issues might be raised about some universal syntactic categories (animate, agent, etc.). And
as James Higginbotham has pointed out to me, analogous questions may be raised about the relation
between phonology and ordinary perception. Ordinary perceptual kinds are not individualistically
individuated (see n. 6). It may be that this fact should affect our understanding of perception studies
in phonology.
5 This view, though not trivial, is a consequence of a view that is widely accepted. It is a consequence of the work of Donnellan and Kripke, and indeed Wittgenstein, on reference. I will not
defend it here. But I will develop a reason for its inevitability below. Numerous examples indicate
that an individual’s proper names, kind terms, demonstratives, and various other parts of speech
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of an individual’s word are obviously not themselves part of the individual’s
psychology, or point of view. Thoughts are the individual’s perspective on the
world. And meanings or senses are, very roughly speaking, a speaker’s way of
expressing such perspective in language. They are what an individual understands and thinks in the use of his words. My thesis is that even (many of)
those aspects of semantics that would be reﬂected in meaning or sense, and that
would be represented in an individual’s thought processes, in his psychology,
are non-individualistically individuated. What a word means, even in an individual’s idiolect, can depend on environmental factors, beyond an individual’s
body, considered as a molecular structure.
I think it plausible that some meanings of words are universal to the species
in that if a person has the requisite perceptual experience and acquires language
normally, the person will have words with those meanings. A likely source of
such universality is perceptual experience itself. It appears that early vision is
language-independent and constant for the species. Because of the evolution
of our species, we are fashioned in such a way that perceptual experience will
automatically trigger the application of perceptual notions associated with innate
dispositions. Linguistic expressions for such perceptual notions as edge, surface,
shadow, under, curved, physical object, and so on, are likely to be tied to
elementary, universal perceptual experience, or to innate states ﬁxed by speciesancestors’ perceptual interactions with the world.
Many such notions can be shown to be non-individualistically individuated. It
is possible to construct hypothetical cases in which the optical laws of the world
are different, and the interactions of one’s species with elements of the world
are different, so that different perceptual notions, carrying different perceptual
information, are innate or universally acquired. But in these same cases, one can
coherently conceive an individual whose bodily history is molecularly identical
to one whose perceptual notions are like ours. (The optical differences need
not prevent, in certain special cases, a given individual from being affected in
the same chemical way by different causal antecedents in the empirical world.)
So the perceptual content or information of his experience is different—he has
different perceptions—even though his body is, individualistically speciﬁed, the
same. In such a case, it is clear that the meanings or senses of his words for
objective, perceptual properties will also be different.6
have deﬁnite referents even though the individual could not, by other means, discriminate the referent
from other possible or actual entities that might have been in an appropriate relation to the individual’s words—other entities that might have been the referent even though the individual’s body
could have remained molecularly the same. See Saul Kripke, Naming and Necessity (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980); Keith Donnellan, “Proper Names and Identifying Descriptions”, in D. Davidson and G. Harman (eds.), Semantics of Natural Languages (Dordrecht: Reidel,
1972); Hilary Putnam, “Is Semantics Possible?” and “The Meaning of ‘Meaning’ ”, in Philosophical
Papers, ii (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975); and numerous other works.
6
See David Marr, Vision (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Co., 1982) for a very explicit
statement of the non-individualistic methodology. For a more general review of the point that antiindividualistic individuation is implicit in all scientiﬁc theories of perception, see Neil Stillings,
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Thus the view that certain concepts and meanings are non-individualistically
individuated is compatible with those concepts and meanings being innate. The
effect of the environment in determining psychological kinds may occur in the
evolution of the species as well as in the experiential history of the individual.
Whether or not they are universal, virtually all concepts and meanings that
are applied to public objects or events that we know about empirically are nonindividualistically individuated. Such meanings attributed by semantics, and such
concepts attributed by individual psychology, are non-individualistic to the core.
So far I have stated an anti-individualistic view of psychology and semantics
that is entirely independent of social considerations. The failure of individualism derives, at this stage, purely from relations between the individual and
the empirically known physical world. Now I want to use considerations that
underlie this non-social anti-individualism to show how social elements enter
the individuation of linguistic and psychological kinds. In a sense I will derive
principles underlying social anti-individualistic thought experiments (see my
“Individualism and the Mental”) from obvious facts, together with some of the
principles underlying non-social anti-individualistic thought experiments.
As a means of setting background, I begin with Chomsky’s suggestion for
incorporating social elements into semantics. Responding to Putnam’s “division
of linguistic labor”, he writes.7
In the language of a given individual, many words are semantically indeterminate in a
special sense: The person will defer to ‘experts’ to sharpen or ﬁx their reference. … In
the lexicon of this person’s language, the entries [for the relevant words] will be
speciﬁed to the extent of his or her knowledge, with an indication that details are to be
ﬁlled in by others, an idea that can be made precise in various ways but without going
beyond the study of the system of knowledge of language of a particular individual.
Other social aspects of language can be regarded in a like manner—although this
is not to deny the possibility or value of other kinds of study of language that
incorporate social structure and interaction.

Chomsky’s proposal is certainly part of a correct account of the individual’s reliance on others. I do not want to dispute the cases that he speciﬁcally discusses. I think, however, that the proposal cannot provide a complete
“Modularity and Naturalism in Theories of Vision”, in. L. Garﬁeld (ed.), Modularity in Knowledge Representation and Natural-Language Understanding (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1987).
For the cited philosophical arguments, see Burge, “Individualism and Psychology”, and “Cartesian
Error”. The former article discusses Marr’s theory. For perception, the point is really pretty obvious
even apart from philosophical argument: perceptual states are individuated by reference to physical
properties that bear appropriate relations to the subjects’ states or those of his species-ancestors.
Although Chomsky does not discuss non-individualistic features of the visual system, he clearly
makes a place for psychological states that have a different genesis and different conditions for
individuation from those psychological states that constitute the structures of universal grammar.
He counts such states part of the ‘conceptual system’, and uses vision as a prime example (see
Chomsky, Rules and Representations).
7 Chomsky, Knowledge of Language, 18. The relevant articles by Hilary Putnam are “Is Semantics
Possible?” and “The Meaning of ‘Meaning’ ”.
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account. My ﬁrst concern is that it might be read to imply that in all relevant
cases, the reference of an individual’s own word is semantically indeterminate:
determinateness only appears in the idiolects of the “experts”. (I am not sure
whether Chomsky intends the proposal in this way.) Sometimes the reference
of a relevant term is incomplete or vague. But sometimes, even in cases where
the individual’s substantive knowledge in explicating features of the referent is
vague, incomplete, or riddled with false belief, the reference is as determinate
as anyone else’s. The reference of an individual’s word is not always dependent
on what the individual knows or can specify about the referent. When the individual defers to others, it is not in all cases to sharpen or ﬁx the reference, but
to sharpen the individual’s explicative knowledge of a referent that is already
ﬁxed. Our and the individual’s own attitudes toward the speciﬁcation of the
reference often makes this clear (see n. 5).
For present purposes, brief reﬂection on various natural kind terms that we
use without expert knowledge should make the point intuitive. One might use
‘feldspar’, ‘tiger’, ‘helium’, ‘water’, ‘oak’, or ‘spider’, with deﬁnite referents
even though one cannot oneself use one’s background knowledge to distinguish
the referent from all possible counterfeits. Knowledge obtained from betterinformed people—they need not be experts—often tells one more about the
standard kinds we all refer to with these words. It does not in general change
the referents of our words. (This is not to deny that sometimes experts’ terms
have different, more technical meaning than lay usage of the same word forms.)
The referents of such kind terms is simply not ﬁxed entirely by the individual’s
background knowledge. Individuals often recognize this about their own terms.
Although this point could be supported through numerous cases, and through
more general considerations, I think that it is fairly evident on reﬂection. I shall
assume it in what follows.
Even granted this qualiﬁcation, Chomsky’s proposal will not provide a complete account of the individual’s own language—or even of the individual’s
knowledge of his or her idiolect. For in some cases, an individual’s explicational ability not only does not sufﬁce to ﬁx the referent of the individual’s word; it
does not exhaust the meaning expressed by a word in the individual’s idiolect.
I distinguish between a lexical item and the explication of its meaning that
articulates what the individual would give, under some reﬂection, as his understanding of the word. Call the former “the word” and the latter “the entry for
the word”. I also distinguish between the concept associated with the word
and the concept(s) associated with the entry. Call the former “the concept” and
the latter “the conceptual explication”. Finally, I distinguish between a type of
meaning associated with the word, “translational meaning”, and the meaning
associated with its entry, “explicational meaning”. For our purposes, the explicational meaning is the semantical analog of the conceptual explication. The
translational meaning of a word can be articulated through exact translation and
sometimes through such trivial thoughts as my word ‘tiger’ applies to tigers, but
need not be exhaustively expressible in other terms in an idiolect.
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A traditional view in semantics is that a word’s explicational meaning and its
translational meaning are, for purposes of characterizing the individual’s idiolect,
always interchangeable; and that the individual’s conceptual explication always
completely exhausts his or her concept. This view is incorrect. It is incorrect
because of the role that the referent plays in individuating the concept and
translational meaning, and because of the role that non-explicational abilities
play in the individual’s application of the word and concept. Accounting for a
person’s lexical entry or conceptual explication is relevant to determining the
nature of a person’s meaning or concept. But the two enterprises are not the
same. I will try to give some sense for why this is so.
Let us begin by concentrating on the large class of nouns and verbs that apply
to everyday, empirically discernible objects, stuffs, properties, and events. I have
in mind words like ‘tiger’, ‘water’, ‘mud’, ‘stone’, ‘tree’, ‘bread’, ‘knife’, ‘chair’,
‘edge’, ‘shadow’, ‘baby’, ‘walk’, ‘ﬁght’, and so on. Except for tense, these words
are not and do not contain indexicals in any ordinary sense. Given only that their
meaning in the language is ﬁxed, their applications or referents are ﬁxed. They do
not depend for their applications on particular contexts of use; not do they shift
their applications systematically with context or with the referential intentions
of speakers. Without contextual explication or relativization, we can trivially,
but correctly, state their ranges of applications: ‘tiger’ applies to tigers; ‘walk’
applies to instances of walking; and so on. Contrast: ‘then’ applies to then. This
latter explication requires a particular context to do its job, a particular, contextdependent application of ‘then’ to a salient time. The constancy of application
of non-indexical words, within particular idiolects, is a feature of their meaning
and of the way that they are understood by their users.
Although the reference of these words is not all there is to their semantics,
their reference places a constraint on their meaning, or on what concept they
express. In particular, any such word w has a different meaning (or expresses a
different concept) from a given word w  if their constant referents, or ranges of
application, are different. That is part of what it is to be a non-indexical word
of this type.8
The individual’s explicational beliefs about the referents of such words, his
conceptual explications, do not always ﬁx such words’ referents, even in his
idiolect. So, by the considerations of the previous paragraph, they do not always
ﬁx such words’ meanings or concepts in the individual’s idiolect.

8 The ontology of meanings or concepts is unimportant for these purposes. But I assume the
standard view that the meaning or concept should not be identiﬁed with the word—since different
words could express the same meaning or concept, and the same word can express different meanings
or concepts. I assume also that the meaning or concept should not be identiﬁed with the referent,
since a meaning or concept is a way of speaking or thinking about the referent. Of course, sometimes
words express meanings or concepts that have no referent. And meanings or concepts normally have
vague boundaries of application.
The point about non-indexicality can be established on purely linguistic grounds. I discuss the
non-indexicality of the relevant words in more detail in Burge, “Other Bodies” (Ch. 4 above).
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The point that explicational beliefs do not always ﬁx reference is substantiated
not only through the examples that have dominated the theory of reference for
the last forty years (see n. 5). It is also supported by considering the dialectic
by which we arrive at conceptual explications, or lexical entries.
Sometimes such explications are meant to produce approximate synonymies
(as in the explication of ‘knife’). Other times, not (‘tiger’, ‘water’). In the
cases we are discussing, applications of the words are backed by and learned
through perceptual experience. Perceptually ﬁxed examples typically determine
the application of the word before conceptual explications do.9
Conceptual explications are typically inferences from these perceptual experiences, or general epithets derived from the remarks of others, or both. In
attempting to articulate one’s conception of one’s concept, one’s conceptual
explication, one naturally alternates between thinking of examples and reﬁning
one’s conceptual explication in order to accord with examples that one recognizes as legitimate. It is crucial here to note that the legitimacy of examples does
not in general derive from one’s attempts at conceptual explication. Although
sometimes examples are shown to be legitimate or illegitimate by reference to
such explications, the normal order—in the class of words that we are discussing—is the other way around. The examples, ﬁrst arrived at through perception,
tend to be the touchstone for evaluating attempts at conceptual explication.
Consider the sort of dialectic in which people try to arrive at an explication
of the meanings of their words. First attempts are usually seen to be mistaken.
Reﬂection on examples leads to improvements. The altered characterizations
improve on one’s characterization of a referent that is assumed to have been
ﬁxed. (They are not normally mere sharpenings of reference, or changes in the
meanings of one’s word.) They are equally improvements in one’s conceptual
understanding of one’s own concept or meaning.
Such dialectic typically adds to one’s knowledge. Suppose I explicate my
word ‘chair’ in a way that requires that chairs have legs, and then come to
realize that beach chairs, or deck-chairs bolted to a wall, or ski-lift chairs, are
counterexamples. Or suppose that I learn more about how to discriminate water
from other (possible or actual) colorless, tasteless, potable liquids. In such cases,
I learn something about chairs or water that I did not know before. In these cases
it is simply not true that the reference of my words ‘chair’ and ‘water’ must
change. Although it is true that my conception—my explication—changes, it
remains possible for me to observe (with univocal use of ‘chair’): “I used to
think chairs had to have legs, but now know that chairs need not have legs.” It
9 This point is now common not only in the philosophical literature (see Putnam, “Is Semantics
Possible?” and “The Meaning of ‘Meaning’ ” and Burge, “Other Bodies”), but also in the psychological literature. Cf. Eleanor Rosch and Barbara Lloyd, Cognition and Categorization (Hillsdale, NJ:
Erlbaum, 1978); Edward Smith and Douglas Medin, Categories and Concepts (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1981). For excellent philosophical discussion of this literature, with criticism of some of its excesses, see Bernard Kobes, “Individualism and the Cognitive Sciences”
(unpub-diss., UCLA, 1986), ch. 6.
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remains possible for me to have thoughts about water as water, knowing that
there might be other liquids that I could not, by means other than use of my
concept water, discriminate from it. Thus there is a sense in which the concept,
and the translational meaning of the word in the idiolect, remain the same despite
the changed discriminating ability, or change in explication.
Of course, my ability to come up with better explications by considering
examples with which I am already familiar indicates that I have more to go
on than my initial explications suggest. Perhaps I have “tacitly cognized” more
than what I give as my reﬂective explication, before I arrive consciously at a
better explication.
I think that this view is right. But it would be a mistake to infer that I always
already know the correct explication in some suppressed way. It would be an
even more serious mistake to infer that our tacit conceptual explications exhaust
our concepts. There are several reasons why these moves are unsound.
In the ﬁrst place, the dialectic involves genuine reasoning—using materials
at hand to form a better conception. Granting that we have the materials in our
mental repertoires to form a better conception does not amount to granting that
we have already put them together. Reﬂection on the examples seems to play
a role in doing this. When I give a mistaken explication of ‘chair’, I may have
failed to hold empirical information in my memory, or failed to put together
things that I knew separately. I may have failed to believe at the time of the
explication that there were legless chairs, even though I had experience and even
perhaps knowledge from which I could have derived this belief. Thus the sort of
unconscious or tacit cognition that is involved is not just an unconscious analog
of having reﬂective knowledge of the proposition formed by linking the concept
and the improved conceptual explication. Attribution of tacit cognition entails
only that the mental structures for deriving the recognition of examples are in
place and will (ideally) lead to such recognition, when examples are presented.
In the second place, there is substantial evidence that some of the “underlying” materials are stored in our perceptual capacities and are not, properly
speaking, conceptualized (see n. 9). We are often able to project our concept
(e.g. chair) to new cases never before considered. Often this projection seems
to be based on perceptual capacities that are modular and preconceptual. Thus
the “materials” that are put together and worked up into conceptual explications
through the process of dialectic sometimes do not, before reﬂection begins,
appear to be the right sort to count as criterial knowledge, even unconscious
criterial knowledge.
In the third place, even the perceptual abilities need not sufﬁce to discriminate instances of the concept from every possible look-alike—from look-alikes
that might have been normal in other environments, and which in that case
might have determined other concepts, but which play no role in the formation
of concepts in the speaker’s actual environment. The explicated concepts are
determined to be what they are by the actual nature of objects and events that
we can perceptually discriminate from other relevantly similar things in the same
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environment. Thus even our perceptual abilities and our conceptual explications
combined need not provide necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the correct
application of our concepts in all possible environments in which the concepts
have a deﬁnite application. They therefore need not fully exhaust the content of
our concepts.
There is a more general reason why our explicational abilities, including
our unconscious ones, do not in general and necessarily sufﬁce to exhaust the
concepts that they serve to explicate. One’s cognitive relation to the examples
that played an initial role in ﬁxing one’s concept is perceptual. That relation
inherits the fallibility of perceptual experience. Since the concepts under discussion are not merely given by conceptual explications, but are partly ﬁxed
through examples in the environment, their conceptual explications must correctly describe the examples. Conceptual explications (and dictionary entries)
are not normally true by logic and stipulation. They are true because they capture
examples that are ﬁxed partly through perceptual experience. But our cognitive
relations to the examples are fallible. So the conceptual explications and dictionary entries that sum up our current discriminative abilities are fallible. The
things that we perceive and that ﬁx our concepts may not be just as we see
and characterize them. Yet they may be genuine instances of the concepts. And
we are subject to misidentifying other things that ﬁt our perceptual schemas
and conceptual explications as instances of our concepts, when they are not.
So those schemas and explications do not necessarily exhaust the concepts or
meanings that they explicate.10
Our commitment to getting the examples right is part of our understanding
of the relevant class of words and concepts. This commitment is illustrated in,
indeed explains, many cases of our standing corrected by others in our attempts
to explicate our own words and concepts. Such correction, by oneself or by
others, is common in the course of the dialectic. One sees oneself as having
made a mistake about the meaning of one’s own word, in one’s explication of
one’s own concept.
Some philosophers have characterized all cases of standing corrected as pliant
shifts of communicative strategy. According to this view, I previously used
‘chair’ in my idiolect with a meaning that did in fact exclude legless chairs.
But on encountering resistance from others, I tacitly shift my meaning so as to
surmount practical obstacles to communication or fellowship that would result
from maintaining an idiosyncratic usage.11
I agree, of course, that such practically motivated changes occur. But they
cannot explain all cases of our standing corrected. For such correction is often—I
would say, typically—founded on substantive, empirical matters about which
10 I have discussed other problems with exhaustive conceptual explications: “Other Bodies”,
“lntellectual Norms” (Chs. 4, 10 above).
11 See Donald Davidson, “Knowing one’s own Mind”, Proceedings and Addresses of the American Philosophical Association, 60 (1987).
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there are cognitive rights and wrongs. We make mistakes, sometimes empirically
correctable mistakes, that others catch, and that bear on the proper explication
of the meaning of words in our idiolects. In such cases we come to understand
our idiolects better.
Others are sometimes better placed than we are to judge the ﬁt between
our proposed lexical entries, or our conceptual explications, and the examples
to which our words or concepts apply. Thus we may correctly see others as
sometimes understanding our own idiolects better than we do. When we defer
to someone else’s linguistic authority, it is partly because the other person has
superior empirical insight, insight that bears on the proper characterization of
examples to which our words or concepts apply. The reason for their insight
is not that they have made a study of us. It is also not that they are foisting
some foreign, socially authorized standard on us. It is that they understand their
idiolects better than we understand ours, and they have a right to assume that
our idiolects are in relevant respects similar, or the same.
The justiﬁcation of this assumption, also fallible, has two main sources. One
is the publicity of the examples and our shared perceptual and inferential equipment. Given that we have been exposed to substantially similar knives, chairs,
water, trees, mud, walkings, and ﬁghtings, and have heard these associated with
the same words, it is to be expected that we project from actual examples in
similar ways. Although our kind-forming abilities may differ in some instances,
it is reasonable to expect that they will typically be the same, especially with
concepts that apply to entities of common perceptual experience. Normally we
will be committed to the legitimacy of the same examples, and will be committed to characterizing those examples, correctly. Given that the examples are
public, no one has privileged authority about their characteristics.
A second source of the assumption that others can correct one’s explications is that a person’s access to the examples—to the applications that help
ﬁx the relevant concept—is partly or fully through others. Words are initially
acquired from others, who are already applying those words to cases. Word
acquisition occurs in conjunction with acquisition of information, information
from testimony or communication with others, about those cases.
Of course, until the learner develops some minimal amount of background
knowledge and likeness of application, he or she cannot be said to have acquired
the word in the predecessor’s sense, or with the predecessor’s range of applications. But as we have seen in the preceding paragraphs, possession of an
infallible explication is not required—because it is not possible.
The dependence on others for access to examples grows as one’s linguistic
and cognitive resources widen. In some cases we depend heavily on the perceptual experience of others (as with ‘tiger’, ‘penguin’, and ‘rain’, for those of
us in California). In other cases we depend on theoretical background knowledge (‘gene’, ‘cancer’) or on more ordinary expertise (‘arthritis’, ‘carburetor’).
In many such cases, we intentionally take over the applications that others have
made. We rely on their experience to supplement our own. And we accept
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corrections of our explications from them because they have better access to the
examples which partly determine the nature of our concepts. Although the function of explication varies signiﬁcantly in these various cases, the main points of
the argument for social dependence apply equally, indeed even more obviously,
to terms that are less closely associated with direct perception.
Since ﬁxing examples—or more broadly, referents—that partly determine
an individual’s concept or translational meaning is sometimes dependent on the
activity of others with whom he interacts, the individuation of an individual’s
concepts or translational meanings is sometimes dependent on his interaction
with others. Even where the individual has epistemic access to the examples
independently of others (for example, where he perceives instances directly),
others may have superior knowledge of the examples. They may therefore have
superior insight into the proper explication of the individual’s words and concepts: they may have put together relevant cognitive materials in a way that
provides standards for understanding the individual’s words and concepts. In
such cases, the individual’s deference may be cognitively appropriate.
The cases in which the individual does and does not have independent access
to the examples might seem to be signiﬁcantly different. The former case might
be seen as showing only that others may know more about the explication of
the individual’s meanings and concepts than he does, and that it is easier to
understand an individual’s idiolect by studying idiolects and attitudes of others.
One might still insist, relative to this case, that the materials for determining the
individual’s concepts or meanings do not involve the individual’s relations to
others.
Though I need not contest this point for the sake of present argument, I
doubt that it is correct. It is metaphysically possible for an individual to learn
his idiolect in isolation from a community. But it is no accident, and not merely
a consequence of a convenient practical strategy, that one obtains insight into
an idiolect by considering the usage and attitudes of others. In learning words,
individuals normally look to others to help set standards for determining the
range of legitimate examples and the sort of background information used in
explicating a word or concept. I believe that this is a psychological necessity
for human beings.
The second case, where the individual has had limited relevant access to
the examples independently of others, provides independent ground for thinking that individuation of an individual’s concepts or meanings is sometimes
dependent on the social interactions that the individual engages in. If others had
provided access to a different range of examples, compatible with one’s minimal
background information, one would have had different meanings or concepts.
Let me summarize the argument that an individual’s idiolect and concepts
cannot be fully understood apart from considering the language and concepts
of others with whom he interacts. Numerous empirically applicable words are
non-indexical. Non-indexical words must have different translational meanings,
and express different concepts, if their referents are different. Our explicational
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abilities, and indeed all our cognitive mastery, regarding the referents of such
words and concepts do not necessarily ﬁx the referents. Nor therefore (by the
ﬁrst premise) do they necessarily ﬁx the translational meanings or concepts
associated with the words. To be correct, our lexical entries and conceptual
explications are subject to correction or conﬁrmation by empirical consideration
of the referents. Since such empirical consideration is fallible, our cognitive
relations to the referents are fallible. Others are often in a better position to
arrive at a correct articulation of our word or concept, because they are in a
better position to determine relevant empirical features of the referents. This,
for two reasons: the referents are public, so no one has privileged authority
regarding their properties; and we are frequently dependent on others for linking
our words to the referents and for access to the referents. Since the referents play
a necessary role in individuating the person’s concept or translational meaning,
individuation of an individual’s concepts or translational meanings may depend
on the activity of others on whom the individual is dependent for acquisition of
and access to the referents. If the others by acting differently had put one in touch
with different referents, compatibly with one’s minimum explicational abilities,
one would have had different concepts or translational meanings.12 Although
I have argued only that this conclusion derives from obvious facts of social
interaction, I have conjectured that it derives from psychological necessities for
human beings.
The argument does not depend on assuming that people ever share the same
concepts or translational meanings.13 However, the argument makes it plausible
that people in a community do often share concepts and translational meanings,
despite differences in their beliefs about the world, and even differences in their
explications of the relevant terms. Most empirically applicable concepts are ﬁxed
by three factors: by actual referents encountered through experience—one’s
own, one’s fellows’, or one’s species ancestors’, or indirectly through theory;
by some rudimentary conceptualization of the examples—learned or innately
12 I think that this argument admits of an important extension. The argument derives nonindividualistic variation in an individual’s meanings or concepts from variation in empirical referents
to which the community provides access. But the variation need not occur in the referents. It may
depend on the nature of our cognitive access through the community to the examples. The variation
may occur in the way the referents are approached in the community. Thus it may be that the referents are held ﬁxed, but the community’s cognitive access to them may vary in such a way as to vary
the concept, without varying the effect on the individual’s body or rudimentary explicational abilities. This extension is, I think, a corollary of the Fregean observation that referents (or examples)
do not determine meanings or concepts. Since my purpose has been to establish a minimal sense in
which language is social, I shall not illustrate or develop this extension here.
13 This is also true of the argument in Burge, “Individualism and the Mental” (Ch. 5 above).
The conclusion can rest on the mere assumption that the referents of the concepts in the actual and
counterfactual communities are different. (Brian Loar, “Social Content and Psychological Contents”,
in R. Grimm and D. Merrill (eds.), Contents of Thought (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1988)
seems mistakenly and crucially to assume the contrary in his critical discussion of “Individualism
and the Mental”.) For all that, I know of no persuasive reason for thinking that in every relevant
case the person in the actual community cannot share his concept or meaning (e.g. arthritis) with
his fellows.
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possessed by virtually everyone who comes in contact with the terms; and by
perceptual information, inferential capacities, and kind-forming abilities, that
may be pre-conceptual. The referents are often shared, because of similarity
of experience and because of intentional reliance on others for examples. So
the concepts and translational meanings associated with many words will be
shared. Shared idiolectal meanings and shared concepts derive from a shared
empirical world and shared cognitive goals and procedures in coming to know
that world.14
Traditional philosophy tended to ignore the ﬁrst and third factors in concept
determination, and to expand the second into the requirement of necessary and
sufﬁcient conditions that ‘deﬁne’ the meaning or concept and that must be
believed if one is to have the relevant concept at all. The dissolution of this
picture makes possible an appreciation of the dependence of the individuation of
our empirical concepts on direct or indirect perceptual relations to our empirical
environment.
Drawing on these ideas, together with obvious facts about social interaction,
I have tried to show that idiolects are social in two senses. First, in many cases
we must, on cognitive grounds, defer to others in the explication of our words.
Second, the individuation of our concepts and meanings is sometimes dependent
on the activity of others from whom we learn our words and on whom we depend
for access to the referents of our words. The second sense grounds the view that
individual psychology and the study of the semantics of idiolects are not wholly
independent of assumptions of interaction among individuals.
14 So it appears that there is an element of meaning that can remain constant and common across
individuals, despite the interdependence of meaning and belief noted at the outset. It is notable that
this constancy in no way depends on the assumption of a distinction between sentences that are true
purely by virtue of their meaning and sentences that depend for their truth on the way the subject
matter is. (Like Quine, I ﬁnd this distinction empty.) See Burge, “Intellectual Norms”. Belief in the
relevant element of meaning does not even depend on invocation of a distinction between criterial
or linguistic truths and other sorts of truths (although like Chomsky and unlike Quine, I think that
this latter distinction, commonly conﬂated with the previous one, is clearly defensible).
Another point about the semantics of word meaning bears emphasizing. There is a relevant
semantical distinction between cases in which the individual has sufﬁcient materials in his conceptual
repertoire to construct a given lexical entry, maximally faithful to the range of applications or
examples that he recognizes as legitimate, and cases in which the individual’s dependence on others
is such that his repertoire allows only entries that are less full than those of others. In the latter
cases, it is not true, on my view, that the “communal” entry is the “correct” entry within the person’s
idiolect. I take it that lexical entries sum up an idealized conceptual understanding. If the person
lacks resources to arrive at some given entry, the entry is not a part of his idiolect.
But it does not follow from this difference that the person does not have the same concept, or
the same translational meaning, that others have. To think this would be to confuse concept and
conceptual explication, or translational meaning and explicational understanding. In not sharing
this explication with others, the person will not fully share an understanding of the word (or the
conception of the concept) with others. But lexical entries (conceptual explications) do not determine
the translational meaning (concepts); they may even be mistaken, and only contingently related to it.
The person still has his or her perceptual abilities for picking out referents, and the relevant referents
may still be partly ﬁxed by the person’s reliance on others. Thus as far as present considerations
go, the person’s concept may be shared with others even though his or her conceptual explication
or lexical entry may differ.

